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We have investigated the superconducting phase difference dependence of Andreev levels and Josephson
current through a mesoscopic normal-metal layer in contact with two superconducting electrodes with
s-wave and d-wave pairing symmetry (SsNSd junction!. It is shown that, regardless of the junction length, due
to the sign change of the d-wave order parameter under suitable arrangements, the zero-energy point of
Andreev levels for the negative process appears at w50. In particular, at zero temperature, the amplitude of the
total Josephson current through the point contact SsNSd junction could be enhanced by the sign change of the
d-wave order parameter. However, for an SsNSd junction of special length, the amplitude of Josephson current
may be suppressed by this sign change. Moreover, as a special case, the midgap surface states discovered by
Hu @Phys. Rev. Lett. 72, 1526 ~1994!# are recovered naturally. @S0163-1829~96!06933-0#
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been much interest in the pairing sym-
metry in cuprate high-temperature superconductors. Many
theoretical studies1–12 proposed that the superconducting
state of the materials could be characterized by dx22y2 sym-
metry. Such a d-wave pairing state gives rise to an aniso-
tropic energy gap, which not only drops to zero on some
nodal points of an essentially cylindrical Fermi surface but
also changes sign across the nodes; while an s-wave super-
conductor has a finite energy gap at all directions of the
Fermi surface. Indication for this type of pairing symmetry
in high-Tc superconductors comes from experiments on the
T3 dependence of NMR,13 the linear temperature dependence
of the superfluid density observed in high purity crystals of
Y-Ba-Cu-O,14 and the strong anisotropy of the energy gap in
angular-resolved photoemission.15 However, if only the mag-
nitude of a pairing potential is sufficient to determine physi-
cal quantities of interest in an experiment, the measured re-
sult could be interpreted in terms of either a d-wave gap or a
highly anisotropic s-wave gap16 or an (s1id)-wave gap,17
which could also vanish at the same nodal points. Therefore,
to distinguish between a dx22y2 wave and strongly aniso-
tropic s-wave gap in high-Tc superconductors, many mea-
surements which look at the relative phase of the pairing
potential between different points on the Fermi surface have
been designed or theoretically proposed.18–26 The experi-
ments reported so far which support a d-wave pairing sym-
metry in high-Tc superconductors include superconducting
quantum interference device interferometry,18–20 tricrystal
superconducting ring magnetometry,21,22 and single junction
modulation.23,24 Theoretically, it was shown in a recent re-
port by Hu25 that there exist midgap surface states in
d-wave superconductors when the pair potential is an odd
function of the Fermi wave-vector component normal to the
specular surface. This result can be used as a clear signature
to distinguish between d-wave and anisotropic s-wave super-
conductors. As another direct consequence of the sign
change of a d-wave superconductor, by investigating the ef-
fects of Andreev reflection on the current-voltage character-
istic and differential conductance of a normal metal and a
d-wave superconductor, Xu, Miller, and Ting27 found that a
zero-bias conductance peak28 appears when an insulating
barrier exists at the interface between the normal metal and
the d-wave superconductor. They also predicted bound states
within the energy gap and consequent subgap resonances in
the differential conductance if the insulating barrier is lo-
cated in the normal metal several coherence lengths away
from the superconductor surface. Along this line, in this
work, we investigate the superconducting phase difference
dependence of Andreev levels and Josephson current through
a mesoscopic normal-metal layer in contact with two super-
conducting electrodes with s-wave and d-wave pairing sym-
metry ~S sNS d junction!. It is shown that, regardless of the
junction length, due to the sign change of the d-wave order
parameter under suitable arrangements, the zero-energy point
of Andreev levels for the negative process appears at w50.
In particular, at zero temperature, the amplitude of the total
Josephson current through the point-contact SsNSd junction
could be enhanced by the sign change of the d-wave order
parameter. However, for an SsNSd junction of special length,
the amplitude of Josephson current may be suppressed by
this sign change. Moreover, the midgap surface states dis-
covered by Hu25 are naturally recovered.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II, we present
the solution to the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations for an
s-wave superconductor–normal-metal–d-wave supercon-
ductor junction. In Sec. III, we calculate the bound states
between an insulating barrier and the superconducting elec-
trodes, and the Andreev levels for a clean junction. The Jo-
sephson current through the junction is computed in Sec. IV.
Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. BOGOLIUBOV–DE GENNES EQUATIONS
FOR AN SsNSd JUNCTION
To relate the physics to high-Tc superconductors, we as-
sume that the system under consideration is two-
dimensional. A non-s-wave superconducting order parameter
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~or pair potential! not only depends on the center-of-mass
coordinates R but also on the relative coordinates s, or after
a Fourier transform, on the relative wave vector k, which in
the weak-coupling theory is fixed on the Fermi surface such
that only its direction kˆF5kF /ukFu is a variable. In particu-
lar, the pair potential of a two-dimensional dx22y2-wave su-
perconductor could be expressed as
Dd0ucos~2f!ue
i~wd1wJ!, ~1!
where Dd0.0, f is the azimuthal angle, wd is the ordinary
phase, and the gauge-invariant phase is
wJ5H 0 , for cos~2f!.0 ,p , for cos~2f!,0 . ~2!
If quasiparticles travel in a bulk superconductor along a
straight line, they will feel a constant pair potential. How-
ever, for a normal-metal–superconductor junction, these
quasiparticles, e.g., electronlike excitations, will be partially
reflected as electronlike and holelike excitations and partially
transmitted through the interface between the normal-metal
and superconductor. If the order parameter in the supercon-
ductor has a d-wave symmetry, the effective pair potentials
experienced by the reflected electronlike excitations and
holelike excitations are different from each other due to the
change of the wave vector after the reflection, and they even
have opposite signs under appropriate arrangements, which
does not happen if the order parameter of the superconductor
has an either isotropic or strongly anisotropic s-wave sym-
metry. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a mesoscopic
normal-metal layer spanning between two superconducting
electrodes with s-wave and d-wave pairing symmetry
(SsNSd junction!, and assume that the x axis is normal to the
interfaces of normal-metal and superconductors, and the y
axis is parallel to the interfaces. The SsNSd junction is mod-
eled by a step change in the pair potential
D~x !5H Dseiws, x,0,0 , 0,x,L ,
Dd6e
iwd, x.L .
~3!
The order parameters of two superconducting banks have
isotropic s-wave symmetry and dx22y2-wave symmetry, re-
spectively. We denote by Dd6 the effective pair potentials
experienced differently by the electronlike and holelike ex-
citations in the d-wave superconducting region. If the crys-
talline a axis of the dx22y2-wave superconductor, along
which the magnitude of the pair potential is arranged to
reach a maximum, is misoriented with an angle a with re-
spect to the normal direction of the interface, and for defi-
niteness, a beam of electronlike excitations are incident from
the left superconducting electrode with an angle u with re-
spect to the normal direction of the interface, we can write
Dd65Dd0ucos~2u72a!ue
iwJ6. ~4!
For our purpose, we also introduce a d-function impurity
which is located in the normal conducting region
V~x !5Vsd~x2a !, 0<a<L . ~5!
The motion of elementary quasiparticles in the SsNSd
junction is described by the Bogoliubov–de Gennes
equations29,30
He~r!u~r!1E dr8D~s,R!v~r8!5Eu~r!, ~6a!
2He*~r!v~r!1E dr8D*~s,R!u~r8!5Ev~r!, ~6b!
where s[r2r8 and R[(r1r8)/2, and the single electron
Hamiltonian He(r) in the absence of vector potential is
He~r!52
\2
2me
¹r
21V~r!2EF . ~7!
Here the excitation energy E is measured relative to the
Fermi energy EF . As a special case, D(s,R)5Dsd(r2r8)
when the order parameter has an isotropic s-wave symmetry.
In the WKBJ approximation, Eq. ~6! reduces to the An-
dreev equations30–32
Eu˜~r!52i~\2/me!kF¹u˜~r!1D~kˆF ,r!v˜~r!, ~8a!
Ev˜~r!5i~\2/me!kF¹v˜~r!1D*~kˆF ,r!u˜~r!, ~8b!
where
S u˜~r!v˜~r! D 5e2ikFrS u~r!v~r! D . ~9!
In the presence of an incident electronlike excitation and
considering the translational invariance of the system along
the y axis, we find the wave function C[u(r),v(r)Trans,
by solving the Andreev equations ~8!,
C5eikFy sinuF S uˆ seiwsvˆs D eiksex1AS uˆ se
iws
vˆs
D e2iksex1S B2 vˆs
uˆ s
D
3S vˆseiws
uˆ s
D eikshxG , ~10a!
for x,0;
C5eikFy sinuF S B2 vˆs
uˆ s
1
uˆ s
vˆs
D S vˆseiws0 D eikNex
1AS uˆ seiws0 D e2ikNex1AS 0vˆsD e2ikNhx1BS 0uˆ sD eikNhxG ,
~10b!
for 0,x,a;
FIG. 1. Scattering potential of an SsNSd junction.
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C5eikFy sinuFCS uˆd1ei~wd1wJ1!0 D eikNe~x2L !
1DS vˆd2ei~wd1wJ2!0 D e2ikNe~x2L !1CS 0vˆd1D eikNh~x2L !
1DS 0uˆd2D e2ikNhxG , ~10c!
for a,x,L;
C5eikFy sinuFCS uˆd1ei~wd1wJ1!vˆd1 D eikde~x2L !
1DS vˆd2ei~wd1wJ2!
uˆd2
D e2ikdh~x2L !G , ~10d!
for L,x . Here the ‘‘coherence factors’’ in the superconduct-
ing regions are, respectively,
uˆ s ,d6
2 5
1
2 S 11AE
22Ds ,d6
2
E D , vˆs ,d62 5 12 S 12AE
22Ds ,d6
2
E D ,
~11!
and the wave vectors are determined from the dispersion law,
kNe ,h5kFcosu6
meE
\2kFcosu
, ~12!
kse ,h5kFcosu6
meAE22Ds2
\2kFcosu
, ~13!
and
kde ,h5kFcosu6
meAE22Dd6
2
\2kFcosu
. ~14!
To obtain the wave function, we have assumed that the
Fermi energy is much greater than the pair potentials so that
the difference between the wave vectors can be neglected
except those appearing in exponents.
At the impurity, the amplitudes of the outgoing waves are
related to the incoming waves by the scattering matrix for
both electrons and holes,33,34 i.e.,
S Auˆseiwse2ikNeaCuˆd1ei~wd1wJ1!eikNe~a2L !D
5S r tt r D S S B2 vˆsuˆ s 1 uˆ svˆsD vˆseiwse ikNea
D vˆd2e
i~wd1wJ2!e2ikNe~a2L !
D , ~15!
and
S BuˆseikNhaDuˆd2e2ikNh~a2L !D 5S r* t*t* r*D S A vˆse
2ikNha
C vˆd1e
ikNh~a2L !D , ~16!
where the transmission and reflection amplitudes are
t5
1
11i~meVs /\2kFcosu!
, ~17!
and
r52
meVs /\2kFcosu
11i~meVs /\2kFcosu!
. ~18!
III. MIDGAP STATES AND ANDREEV LEVELS
In the limit that the amplitude of the scattering potential is
infinitely large, which is equivalent to an insulator inserted
into the normal-metal layer, the transmission and reflection
amplitudes then become t50 and r521, respectively. In
this case, the s- and d-wave superconducting regions are
decoupled into two independent systems which share the
same insulator layer. By computing the poles of B and C
determined from Eqs. ~15! and ~16! and with the help of Eq.
~11!, we find
E5D scosS 2meaE\2kFcosu D ~19!
for the bound-state energies (uEu,Ds) in the s-wave
superconductor–normal-metal–insulator system, and
2cos21S EuDd1u D 2cos21S EuDd2u D 1 4me~L2a !E\2kFcosu
5wJ12wJ2 ~20!
for the bound-state energies @ uEu, min(uDd1u,uDd2u)# in the
insulator–normal-metal–d-wave superconductor system.
Both of these two groups of bound states stem from the
normal reflection at the infinite barrier potential and the An-
dreev reflection at the interface between the normal metal
and the superconducting electrode. It follows from Eq. ~19!
that no zero-energy bound state is trapped between the infi-
nite barrier potential and the s-wave superconducting bank.
However, since wJ12wJ250,6p , Eq. ~20! could imply a
zero-energy bound state trapped between the barrier potential
and the d-wave superconducting bank, which lies on the
Fermi surface. To illustrate this point, we take a5u5p/4
which yields wJ150 and wJ25p , and uDd1u5uDd2u5Dd0.
We therefore find
E52Dd0sin@2A2me~L2a !E/\
2kF# , ~21!
which evidently has a zero-energy solution. Such a midgap
state was originally discovered by Hu25 on a $110% surface of
a dx
a
22xb
2
-wave superconductor, which is separated from a
vacuum or an insulator by a clean normal-metal overlayer.
For a clean S sNS d junction (V50), t51 and r50, we
find from Eqs. ~15! and ~16! that the Andreev level spectrum
is determined from
2cos21S EuDd6u D 2cos21S EDsD 6~w2wJ6!
1S 2Lpjscosu D S EDsD 52pn , ~22!
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where js5\vF /pDs is the BCS coherence length for the
s-wave superconducting electrode, and ws2wd is the usual
superconducting phase difference, n50,61,62,.. . . We refer
to the upper branch as the positive process and the lower
branch as the negative process. It is evident that the Andreev
energies are periodic in the superconducting phase difference
with period 2p . Equation ~22! also shows that, under appro-
priate arrangements, there may occur a p-phase shift in the
dependence of the Andreev energies on the usual supercon-
ducting phase difference for an SsNSd junction. Such a
p-phase shift does not occur in an s-wave superconductor–
normal-metal–s-wave superconductor ~SsNSs) junction,
whether the s wave is isotropic or anisotropic. In the follow-
ing, we assume for simplicity Dd05Ds5D0, which does not
alter the essential physics of interest. In the short or point-
contact junction limit (L!0), we obtain the Andreev ener-
gies for the positive process when a5u50 or a5u5p/4,
E15D0cos~w/2!, wP@0,2p#; ~23!
and for the negative process, when a5u50,
E252D0cos~w/2!, wP@0,2p# , ~24!
while when a5u5p/4
E25H sin~w/2!, wP@0,p# ,
2sin~w/2!, wP@p ,2p# .
~25!
The corresponding result is graphed in Fig. 2~a! for
a5u50 and in Fig. 2~b! for a5u5p/4. Notice that the
Andreev levels for a5u50 are equivalent to those for a
clean SsNSs junction. Consequently, we see that, for a clean
SsNSs junction, the zero-energy points (E50) of Andreev
levels always appear at w5p for both the positive and nega-
tive processes. Remarkably, for an SsNSd junction and under
suitable arrangements as shown in Fig. 2~b!, the zero-energy
point of Andreev levels for the positive process still appears
at w5p , while for the negative process the zero-energy
point appears at w50, which is different from those results
for an SsNSs junction. These zero-energy states exist regard-
less of the junction length. As a general result, the w depen-
dence of the Andreev levels for a clean SsNSd junction of
the junction length L52js is plotted in Fig. 3~a! when
a5u50 and in Fig. 3~b! when a5u5p/4, from which the
p-phase shift of the zero-energy point for the negative pro-
cess could be observed clearly.
IV. SUPERCURRENT THROUGH THE SsNSd JUNCTION
The Josephson current induced by the superconducting
phase difference consists of the current Id(w) carried by qua-
siparticles occupying each discrete Andreev level and
Ic(w) carried by quasiparticles flowing in the continuum lev-
els, that is,
I~w!5Id~w!1Ic~w!. ~26!
The current contributed from the Andreev levels is given
by35
Id~w!5(
n
$In
1~w! f En1~w!1In2~w! f En2~w!%, ~27!
where the Fermi distribution function f (E)
51/@11exp(E/kBT)#, and
In
6~w!5
2e
\
dEn
6
dw . ~28!
The continuum contribution can be calculated by using the
transmission formalism of van Wees, Lenssen, and
Harmans,36 which is analogous to the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker for-
malism for currents through mesoscopic normal
conductors.37 For two special cases of a5u50 and
a5u5p/4, where uDd1u5uDd2u5D0, we find this con-
tinuum contribution to the current to be
FIG. 2. Andreev levels as a function of the superconducting
phase difference for a point-contact junction (L50) under the ar-
rangements a5u50 ~a! and a5u5p/4 ~b!.
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except that L52js .
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Ic~w!5
2e
h S E2`2D01ED0` D uuˆ022 vˆ02uS 1P~E ,w2wJ1!
2
1
P~E ,2w1wJ2!
D f ~E !dE , ~29!
where
P~E ,w!5 uˆ0
41 vˆ0
422 uˆ0
2vˆ0
2cosFw1S 2Lpjscosu D S ED0D G ,
~30!
with uˆ0 and vˆ0 given in the form of Eq. ~11!. In the short or
point-contact junction limit (L!0), there is no continuum
contribution when a5u50 because P is an even function
of the usual phase difference, and the total current is only
determined from the discrete spectrum, which, at zero tem-
perature (kBT50), can be obtained analytically
I~w!5Id~w!5H eD0\ sin~w/2!, wP@0,p# ,
2
eD0
\
sin~w/2!, wP@p ,2p# .
~31!
In the case of a5u5p/4, the current (kBT50) contributed
from the Andreev levels is given by
Id~w!5H 0 , wP@0,p# ,2 eD0
\
A2sin~w1p/4!, wP@p ,2p# .
~32!
Equation ~32! shows that the discrete spectrum contribution
is limited to one half of the period, due to the sign change of
the d-wave order parameter. In addition, due to this sign
change, the continuum spectrum makes also a contribution to
the Josephson current when a5u5p/4. These results are
significantly different from the case of a5u50. At zero
temperature, the Josephson current corresponding to Fig. 2 is
plotted in Fig. 4. Figure 4~a! actually shows the result for a
clean point-contact SsNSs junction. Fig. 4~b! shows the re-
sult for a clean point-contact junction under the arrangement
that a5u5p/4. Comparing Fig. 4~b! with 4~a!, we see that
the amplitude of the Josephson current for a point-contact
SsNSd junction at zero temperature could be enhanced by the
sign change of the d-wave order parameter. Corresponding
to Fig. 3, the Josephson current through a clean SsNSd junc-
tion of the length L52j0 is plotted in Fig. 4. Certainly, upon
the sign change of the d-wave order parameter, the pattern of
the current-phase characteristic for an SsNSd junction is
quite different from that for an SsNSs junction. In this spe-
cial case, the amplitude of the Josephson current is however
suppressed by this sign change.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have studied the superconducting phase difference de-
pendence of Andreev levels and Josephson current in a clean
SsNSd junction. By inserting an insulating barrier in the nor-
mal conducting region, we obtain the Andreev levels and the
midgap surface states in a unified fashion. It is shown that,
the Andreev energies are periodic in the superconducting
phase difference with period 2p . In particular, regardless of
the junction length, due to the sign change of the d-wave
order parameter under suitable arrangements, the zero-
energy point of Andreev levels for the negative process ap-
pears at w50, which differs from those results for an
SsNSs junction where the zero-energy points of Andreev lev-
els always appear at w5p . Moreover, for a point-contact
SsNSd junction at zero temperature, the p phase shift in the
superconducting phase difference dependence of Andreev
levels leads to the discrete spectrum contribution to the Jo-
sephson current only in one half of the period, and nonvan-
ishing continuum spectrum contribution to the Josephson
current. Consequently, relative to that for a point-contact
SsNSs junction the amplitude of the total Josephson current
through the point-contact SsNSd junction could be enhanced
by the sign change of the d-wave order parameter. For an
SsNSd junction of special length, the amplitude of Josephson
FIG. 4. Josephson current as a function of the superconducting
phase difference for a point-contact junction (L50) under the ar-
rangements a5u50 ~a! and a5u5p/4 ~b!. The total Josephson
current ~solid! consists of the contributions from discrete ~dotted!
and continuum ~dashed! spectrum.
FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 except that L52js .
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current may be suppressed by this sign change. In addition,
the midgap surface states is also discussed as a special case.
Finally, we would like to make several remarks on our
calculations: ~i! The WKBJ approximation which we have
made is valid under the condition that the superconducting
coherence length j is much greater than the inverse Fermi
wave vector kF
21 because the wave function oscillates on the
scale of kF
21 while the anisotropic energy gap varies on the
scale of j . ~ii! The Andreev approximation, which is used in
most works on the Josephson effect in superconductor–
normal-metal–superconductor junctions, requires that the
Fermi energy is much greater than the energy gap. In high-
Tc superconductors, the ratio of the Fermi energy to the en-
ergy gap is not so large as that in conventional superconduct-
ors. ~iii! The mismatch of the Fermi wave vectors in normal
conducting and superconducting regions has been neglected.
~iv! We are only concerned with two very typical cases, i.e.,
a5u50 and a5u5p/4. The computation will be compli-
cated if the values of the energy gaps in two superconducting
electrodes are not identical to each other. ~v! The effects of
finite temperature and disorder on the bound states and the
Josephson current in an SsNSd junction has not been touched
yet. However, the main results of this work do not deviate
too much if these effects are taken into account.
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